Plaintiffs Firms Succeed with Casepoint
Summary
All trial attorneys face eDiscovery issues, but Plaintiffs lawyers deal with specific
challenges: being inundated with multi-million-document defense productions,
having the need for hundreds of users to access the data with customized
privileges, and prolonged timelines -- all the while keeping costs at bay. Whether
it’s a mass tort multi-district litigation or class action suit, Casepoint’s team and our
web-based end-to-end eDiscovery platform meet these challenges. We are
repeatedly chosen by Plaintiffs firms to support large, complex, multi-year,
multidistrict litigation (MDL) from national price fixing cases to antitrust litigation.
Our Plaintiffs users cite the following as the most compelling reasons for their
choice of Casepoint: pricing, “feature-rich” cloud-based eDiscovery platform that
includes advanced analytics (active learning) tools, “hands-on project
management,” and an “intuitive interface.”

High Volume Data Handling Within One Platform
Efficient and intelligent Casepoint capabilities, like CaseAssist Active Learning (i.e.
TAR), successfully handle sophisticated batches of multiple terabytes that are often
“dumped” on Plaintiffs firms. Integrated advanced analytics give counsel the
resources necessary to increase signal on relevant content with high precision. That
Casepoint’s artificial intelligence suite is included and integrated within our
end-to-end application not only saves Plaintiffs firms money, but is also important
from a security perspective. The inherent risk in moving data between technologies
is mitigated when everything you need is in a single, unified platform.

Multi-Counsel Privileges
Plaintiffs firms often join forces for efficiency. Casepoint understands while access
to the entire data set is common, the need for independent and defensible work
product is high. The creation of roles with highly customized privilege capabilities
is easy to do in a self-service manner right within Casepoint. Flexible,
permissions-based access can easily be distributed and managed. Additionally,
custom coding panels are seamlessly deployed and can be managed
independently or in sync across different profiles as needed.

Cost-Effectiveness

Resolving Plaintiffs’ Pain Points
Unlimited Multi-Counsel, role-based,
privileges
Scalable capacity
Review, Advanced Analytics, and Artificial
Intelligence (active learning) all-in-one
Cost-effectiveness

Quote
Casepoint’s ability to support multiple
counsels with multiple roles was critical
to effectively using one platform to manage
the needs of the entire Plaintiffs group.

Stats
15M+ pages
160 simultaneous users logged
onto Casepoint
3+ years and ongoing
30+ Co-Counsel

Casepoint’s pricing is sensitive to the amount of data Plaintiffs firms need
processed and/or preserved. Cost-effectiveness also translates to the number of
users and the breadth of functionality in the platform. Casepoint’s pricing includes
unlimited users and includes all features (e.g. review, analytics, and artificial
intelligence) turned on and available in the platform. Seasoned history of working
with Plaintiffs firms means that we understand the way their business works and we
have a specific pricing that appreciates their needs.
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